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1. INTRODUCTION
The subject of this paper are the drift-diffusion equations involving
Maxwell’s equations describing the charge-transport in semiconductors, see
[57, 10, 12, 16, 17, and 20]. The transient problem in two space dimen-
sions
t \k=div[Dk{\k+(&1)k +k\kE]
&R(x, \, {\, E, H ) for k # [1, 2] (1.1)
= t E=(2H, &1H )+D1{\1&D2{\2&[+1\1++2\2] E (1.2)
+ t H=2E1&1E2 (1.3)
is considered.
The unknown functions \, E, H depend on the time t # R+ and the
space-variable x=(x1 , x2) # 0, where 0/R2 is a bounded domain with
0=1D _ 1N and 1D & 1N=<.
Here \1 , \2 denote the charge-densities of the holes and electrons,
respectively, E=(E1 , E2) is the electric field, which is assumed to be
parallel to the (x1 , x2)-plane. The magnetic field H in this case has one
component in the x3 -direction. Dk , +k , R denote the diffusion-coefficients,
the mobilities, and the recombination term, respectively. =, + are the dielec-
tric and magnetic susceptibilities of the semiconductor device. The system
(1.1)(1.3) is supplemented by the initial-boundary conditions
n 7 E=0 on R_1D (1.4)
H=H1 on R_1N (1.5)
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\=U on R_1D (1.6)
n } [Dk{\k+(&1)k +k\k E]=0 on R_1N (1.7)
\(0, x)=\0(x) (1.8)
E(0, x)=E0 (x), H(0, x)=H0(x). (1.9)
In [12] the existence of a global weak solution (\, E, H) to (1.1)(1.9)
with \k # Lloc([0, ), L
(0)) & L2loc([0, ), H
1(0)) and (E, H) #
C([0, ), L2(0)) is proved even in the three-dimensional case under
suitable conditions on the recombination term and under the assumption
that +k , =, + are constant.
However, the question of uniqueness and regularity of the solutions has
been still open. Most of the previous work on semiconductor-equations
considers the Poisson-equation
div(= {.)=\1&\2+C (1.10)
for an electrostatic field E=&{., where C is the doping-profile of the
semiconductor-device, instead of Maxwell’s equations (1.2), (1.3).
In this case uniqueness can be proved directly without any further
regularity of the solutions provided that the coefficients = and +k are
smooth, see [7]. In [9] a W1, p-result [8] for Poisson’s equation (1.10) is
employed to obtain uniqueness for the two-dimensional drift-diffusion-
model involving FermiDirac-statistics instead of Boltzmann-statistics in
the current-equations as considered here. The substitution of Poisson’s
equation by Maxwell’s equations is necessary if the semiconductor-device
operates at high frquencies, such that the time-dependent magnetic field H
induces a noncurl-free electric field, which cannot be neglected.
From the mathematical point of view this means that the elliptic Poisson
equation is replaced by a hyperbolic system, which includes the current
densities
jk=&Dk {\k&(&1)k +k \k E
depending nonlinearly on the densities and the electric field.
The aim of this paper is to show that under mild regularity assumptions
on the initial-boundary-data there exists some p>2, such that every weak
solution (\, E, H ) to (1.1)(1.9) obeys
E # C([0, ), L p(0)). (1.11)
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This regularity property for the electromagnetic field will be sufficient to
prove uniqueness of weak solutions in the two-dimensional case.
For this purpose some regularity properties of the two-dimensional
Maxwell-equations (1.2), (1.3), and the mixed boundary conditions (1.4),
(1.5) are given. Here, a result on fractional order differentiability of the
gradient of weak solutions to elliptic boundary-value problems with mixed
boundary conditions is used, for which a short proof will be given in the
appendix.
The main regularity result for (1.1)(1.9) is that there exists some (small)
s # (0, 1] depending on 0, the coefficients Dk , +k , =, + and the partition of
the boundary 0=1D _ 1N , such that the following holds.
For each s # [0, s ] and every weak solution (\, E, H ) to (1.1)(1.9) one
has
(E, H) # C([0, ), H s(0)), (1.12)
provided that the inital data satisfy
\0 , E0 , H0 # H s(0) (1.13)
and that U and H1 have extensions defined on 0 and R_0, respectively,
with
{Uk # H s(0) and t H1 , {H1 # L2loc(R, H
s(0)). (1.14)
Assumptions (1.13), (1.14) are mild, for example, (1.13) is satisfied if \0
and E0 , H0 are piecewise smooth. (1.12) implies (1.11) for some p=
2(1&s)>2 by the Sobolev-embedding theorems for fractional order
Sobolev-spaces.
The proof of this regularity result also uses a H s-multiplier lemma for
functions belonging to H1(0) & L(0), which is only valid if 0 is two-
dimensional. This is the main reason why only the two-dimensional case is
considered. The uniqueness of the weak solution for (1.1)(1.9) will be
deduced from (1.11). In order to prove uniqueness in the three-dimensional
case by a similar method, it would be necessary to show (1.11) for some
p>3. However, it is still open whether this regularity property holds at
least globally in time.
2. NOTATION AND ASSUMPTIONS
It is assumed that 0/R2 is a bounded Lipschitz-domain with
0=1D _ 1N , where 1D is closed with positive surface-measure and
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1D & 1N=<. In order to apply the H s-regularity result for the gradients
of weak solutions to elliptic mixed boundary-value problems described in
the appendix, it is required that 0, 1D , 1N obey a mild additional
regularity condition. Roughly speaking it is required that the derivatives of
the coordinate transformation, which map 0 in the neighborhood of a
boundary point into the half-plane, are piecewise Ho lder continuous.
Next, the assumptions on the coefficients and on the recombination-term
R are given and some function spaces are introduced. If Y is a Banach-
space, Lploc([0, ), Y ) denotes for p # [1, ) the space of all (Bochner-
measurable) functions f : [0, )  Y with & f ( } )&Y # L p(0, T ) for all
T # [0, ). C([0, ), Y ) denotes the space of all continuous, Y-valued
functions on [0, ). For s # [0, 1], H s(0) denotes the fractional order
Sobolev-space of L2-type, [1, 13], which can be considered as the inter-
polation space [L2(0), H 1(0)]s between L2(0) and H s(0), [13, 19]. Here
H1(0) denotes the usual first order Sobolev-space of L2-type.
Let Y be the space of all u # H 1(0) with u(x)=0 on 1D , and WH be the
space of all u # H1(0) with u(x)=0 on 1N in the sense of the trace. By our
assumptions on 0, 1D , 1N it follows that Y, WH are the closures of
C0 (R
2"1D), C 0 (R2"1N ) in H 1(0) respectively, see [4]. For s # [0, 1] the
following interpolation spaces are defined
Ys =
def
[L2(0), Y]s and W sH =
def
[L2(0), WH]s . (2.15)
Moreover, the space of all . # Y with {. # H s(0) is denoted by Y1+s for
s # [0, 1]. In the sequel the notations curl E =def 1E2&2E1 and curl  =
def
(2, &1 ) for vector-fields E: 0  C2 and scalar functions : 0  C are
used.
WE denotes the set of all E # L2(0, C2) with curl E # L2(0) and
|
0
curl E dx=|
0
E1 2 &E2 1 dx (2.16)
for all  # WH . Note that (2.16) involves, according to Green’s formula,
a weak formulation of the boundary condition n 7 E=0 on 1D , since the
support of  may overlap 1D . For E # L2(0) with curl E # L2(0) a trace of
the tangential component n 7E can be defined on 0, which belongs to
H&12(0)=(H 12(0))*, see [3, Chapter IX, Theorem 2]. By its defini-
tion, the weak boundary condition n 7 E=0 on 1D involved in (2.16) is
equivalent to
(n 7 E, ) H &12, H 12=0 for all  # WH .
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However, this notion of trace has no bearing on the considerations in this
paper. Next, some assumptions on the coefficient are given. It is assumed
that Dk , +k , = # L(0) and =&1 have for some positive s0 # (0, 12) the H s0
multiplier-proprety, i.e.,
Dk f, +k f, =f, =&1f # H s0(0) if f # H s0. (2.17)
Furthermore, + # L(0) and Dk , =, + are assumed to be uniformly positive,
i.e.,
Dk (x), =(x), +(x)$>0, (2.18)
for all x # 0 with some $>0 independent of x. Condition 2.17 is fulfilled for
example if the functions are piecewise Ho lder-continuous, i.e., if they have
the form ==Nj=1 / j= j , where /j are the characteristic functions of Lipschitz-
domains and = j # C12(R2).
Finally, the recombination-term
R: 0_[0, )2_R5  R
satisfies
R( } , u, v, E, H ) # L(0) for (u, v, E, H) # [0, K]2_R5. (2.19)
and R is assumed to be Lipschitz-continuous with respect to \, v, E, H on
0_[0, K]2_R5 for all K # (0, ), i.e., there exists some LK # (0, ), such
that
|R(x, u, v, E, H )&R(x, u~ , v~ , E , H )|LK |(u, v, E, H )&(u~ , v~ , E , H )|
(2.20)
for all x # 0, (u, v, E, H ), (u~ , v~ , E , H ) # [0, K]2_R5. In the Hilbert-space
X0 =
def L2(0, C3) endowed with the scalar-product
( (E, H ), (F, )) X0 =
def |
0
(=EF ++H ) dx
the following operator is considered
B(E, H ) =def (=&1curl H, &+&1curl E) for (E, H ) # D(B )=WE_WH .
(2.21)
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It follows that B is a skew-self-adjoint operator in X0 , i.e., B*=&B.
Hence, &B2 is a positive, self-adjoint operator, and by the spectral-
theorem
|B| s =def (&B2)s2 (2.22)
can be defined as a positive self-adjoint operator in X0 for s # [0, 1].
Its domain D( |B| s) can be characterized as the interpolation space
[X0 , D(B )]s , (see [22]) and will be denoted by Xs in the sequel.
w=(E, h) # C([0, T ), X0) is called a weak solution for the problem
t (E, h)=(=&1curl h, &+&1 curl E)+f,
n 7 E=0 on R_1D=0, h=0 on R_1N and (w(0), h(0))=w0 ,
if
w(t)=exp(tB) w0+ |
t
0
exp((t&{) B ) f({) d{ (2.23)
for f # L2((0, T ), X0) and w0 # X0 . Next, the positive self-adjoint operators
Ak in L2(0) are defined by
(Aku, .) L2(0) =
def |
0
Dk{u {. dx for u # D(Ak), . # Y, (2.24)
where the domain D(Ak) is the set of all u # Y, such that there exists some
g # L2(0) with
|
0
Dk {u {. dx=(g, .) L2(0) for all . # Y.
Moreover, let AE : Y  Y* and AH : WH  W*H be the follwing elliptic
operators
(AEu, .) Y*, Y =
def |
0
= {u {. dx for u, . # Y, (2.25)
(AH u, ) W*H , WH =
def |
0
=&1 {u { dx for u,  # WH . (2.26)
Let 8 # L2((0, T ), Y*) and 0 # L2(0)=Y0 . Then  # L2((0, T ), Y ) &
W1, 2((0, T ), Y*)/C([0, T], L2(0)) is called a weak solution of
t (t)=&Ak (t)+8(t) and (0)=0 ,
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if
|
T
0
((t), t.(t)) L2(0) dt+(0 , .(0)) L2(0)
=|
T
0
[(A12k (t), A
12
k .(t)) L2(0)&(8(t), .(t)) Y*, Y] dt
=|
T
0 _|0 Dk {(t) {.(t) dx&(8(t), .(t)) Y*, Y& dt (2.27)
for all . # C 0 ((&T, T ), Y )=C

0 ((&T, T ), D(A
12
k )). It is classical that
(2.27) has a unique solution, see [15].
3. REGULARITY PROPERTIES OF THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL
MAXWELL EQUATIONS
In this section the following regularity theorem for weak solutions of
elliptic boundary value problems with mixed boundary conditions is used,
which will be proved in the appendix.
Theorem 1. There exist some s # (0, s0] and C0 # (0, ) depending on
0, 1D and the coefficients, such that for all s # [0, s ], u # Y,  # WH with
AEu # (Y1&s)* and AH # (W 1&sH )* one has
{u # H s(0), { # H s(0)
and
&{u&H s(0)C0 &AE u&(Y1&s)* , &{&H s(0)C0 &AH&(WH1&s )* .
In particular this regularity statement will be used to show that certain
elements of Xs=D( |B| s) belong to H s(0).
The following estimate will be used frequently.
Lemma 1. Let U/RN be a Lipschitz-domain and s # [0, 12). Then there
exists a constant cU, s # (0, ), such that |U f {g dx|cU, s & f &H s(U )_
&g&H 1&s(U ) for all f # H s(U, CN), g # H 1(U ).
Proof. Since U is a Lipschitz-domain, there exists an H1-extension-
operator T : L2(U)  L2(RN), i.e., T(H1(U ))/H 1(RN), see [1]. It follows
from interpolation that
T(H t (U ))/H t (RN) for all t # [0, 1]. (3.28)
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Moreover, T is a bounded operator between these spaces. Let s # [0, 12).
Then one has
/UF # H s(RN) and &/UF&H scs, 1 &F&H s (3.29)
for all F # H s(RN) with some c1, s # (0, ) independent of F. Here /U
denotes the characteristic function of the set U. This is shown in [14] first
for half-spaces and then for bounded smooth domains using local changes
of coordinates and a partition of unity. It is obvious that this argument
works also for Lipschitz-domains since s12. Now, let f # H s(U, CN),
g # H 1(U ). Then (3.28) and (3.29) yield
} |U f {g dx }= } |RN /U (Tf ) {(Tg) dx }&/UTf &H s &Tg&H 1&s
c1, s &T&B(H s, H s ) &T&B(H 1&s, H 1&s) & f &H s(U) &g&H 1&s(U)
where the first estimate can be obtained by Fourier-transform in L2(RN)
using &F&2H s=RN |F (k)|
2 (1+k2)s dk for F # H s(RN) and {G@ (k)=iG (k)k
for G # H 1(RN). K
In the sequel we set for w=(E, H) # X0 , . # Y
(8w , .) Y
*
, Y =
def |
0
=E {. dx
Theorem 2. Let s # [0, s ], w # Xs with 8w # (Y1&s)*. Then w # H s(0)
and
&w&H s(0)C1(&w&Xs+&8w&(Y1&s)*)
with some C1 # (0, ) independent of s, w.
Proof. Since Poincare ’s inequality
&.&H 1(0)c &{.&L2(0) for all . # Y
holds with some c # (0, ) independent of ., there exists a unique .0 # Y
with
|
0
=E {. dx=|
0
= {.0 {. dx for all . # Y. (3.30)
This means that E0 =
def
E&{.0 obeys weakly
div(=E0)=0 on 0 and n } E0=0 on 1N . (3.31)
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It follows from (3.30) that AE.0=8w # (Y1&s)* and since ss , Theo-
rem 3.1 yields
{.0 # H s(0) and &{.0&H s(0)C0(&8w&(Y1&s)*+&E&L2) (3.32)
The aim of the following considerations is to show that E0 # H s(0).
By the assumptions on 0, 1D there exist open sets Uk/R2, such that
0k =
def 0 & Uk , k # [1, .., M] obey
0k/R2 simply connected Lipschitz-domain (3.33)
1N, k =
def 1N & Uk connected, relatively open in 0k . (3.34)
It follows from (3.31) and (3.33) that for all k # [1, .., M] there exists some
(0)k # H
1(0k) with
=E0=curl  (0)k on 0k (3.35)
Next it is shown that  (0)k is constant on 1N, k in the sense of the trace.
Suppose x0 # 1N, k/Uk . By (3.34) there exists an open rectangle G/Uk ,
such that G & 0=G & 1N, k and the sets G & 0 and G"0 are connected
Lipschitz-domains. Let D0 # L2(G) be defined by D0(x) =
def =(x) E0(x) if
x # G & 0 and D0(x) =
def
0 if x # G"0.
Now, suppose . # C 0 (G )/C

0 (Uk"1D)/Y. Then (3.30) yields
|
G
D0{. dx=|
0
=E0{. dx=0,
i.e., div D0=0 on G. Hence there exists some g # H1(G ) with
D0=curl g on G. (3.36)
Since D0=0 on the connected set G"0 , it follows that g is constant there,
in particular
g is constant on G & 1N, k . (3.37)
By (3.35) and (3.36) one has curl g==E0=curl  (0)k on G & 0 and there-
fore g& (0)k is constant on 1N, k . According to (3.37) this implies that 
(0)
k
is constant on G & 1N, k , i.e., it is locally constant on 1N, k . Since 1N, k is
connected by (3.34), it follows that  (0)k is constant on 1N, k . Now, we find
by adding a suitable constant some k # H 1(0k) with
=E0=curl k on 0k and k=0 on 1N, k (3.38)
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Let /k # C o (Uk), k # [0, .., M] be a partition of unity for 0 subordinate to
the covering U1 , .., UN , i.e., Nk=1 /k (x)=1 for all x # 0. Define 0(x)=
Nk=1, x # 0k /k (x) k (x) for x # 0. It follows from (3.38) that 0 # WH and
curl 0==E0+ g with some g # H1(0, C2). (3.39)
Since .0 # Y, we have ({.0 , 0) # ker B and hence
( (E0 , H ), Bu)X0=( (E, H ), Bu) X0 for all u # D(B).
Therefore, (3.39) and Lemma 1 yield for  # WH , since s<12,
|(AH 0 , ) W*H , WH |
= } |0 =&1 curl 0 curl  dx }
 } |0 E0 curl  dx }+ } |0 =&1g curl  dx }
|( (E0 , H), B(0, 0, )) X0 |+ } |0 =&1g curl  dx }
|( (E, H ), B(0, 0, )) X0 |+ } |0 =&1g curl  dx }
&(1+|B| )s (E, H )&X0 &B(1+|B| )
&s (0, 0, )&X0
+c &=&1g &H s(0) &&H 1&s(0)
&(E, H )&Xs &(0, 0, )&X1&s+c &=
&1g &H s(0) &&H 1&s(0)
c1 [&(E, H )&Xs+c &g &H 1(0)] &&WH1&s (3.40)
with some c, c1 # (0, ) independent of s # [0, s ), w # Xs ,  # WH . Theo-
rem 3.1 and the previous estimate yield {0 # H s(0) and hence
E0==&1(curl 0& g ) # H s(0).
According to (3.32) we obtain
E=E0+{.0 # H s(0). (3.41)
Finally, it follows from (E, H) # Xs by interpolation that
H # [L2(0), WH]s/H s(0) (3.42)
and the result follows from (3.41) and (3.42). K
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In the sequel P denotes the orthogonal-projection on (ker B)==ran B
in X0 .
Corollary 1. Let s # [0, s ] and w # X0 with 8w # (Y1&s)*. Then
(1&P) w # H s(0) and
&(1&P) w&H s(0)C1(&8w & (Y1&s )*+&w&X0)
(with the same C1 # (0, ) as in Theorem 1.)
Proof. Let
w~ =def (E , H ) =def (1&P ) w # ker B/Xs . (3.43)
Since ({., 0) # ker B for . # Y, one has
(8w~ , .) Y*, Y=|
0
=E {. dx=(w~ , ({., 0)) X0
=(w, ({., 0)) X0=(8w , .) Y*, Y ;
hence
8w~ =8w # (Y1&s)*. (3.44)
Now, the assertion follows from Theorem 2, (3.43), and (3.44). K
Corollary 2. Let s # [0, s ] and w # Xs . Then Pw # H s(0) and
&Pw&H s(0)C1 &w&Xs .
Proof. w # Xs implies
Pw # Xs . (3.45)
Since ({., 0) # ker B for . # Y, one has
0=(Pw, ({., 0)) X0=(8Pw , .) Y*, Y , i.e., 8Pw=0. (3.46)
By Theorem 2, the assertion follows from (3.45) and (3.46). K
Next, the converse to Theorem 1 is proved, namely w # Xs for all
s # [0, 12) and w # H s(0).
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Lemma 2. Let s # [0, 12). Then H s(0)/Xs and
&w&XsC2, s &w&H s(0)
for all w # H s(0) with some C2, s # (0, ) independent of w.
Proof. Let w=(E, H ) # H s(0) with some s # (0, 12). Firstly, it is
shown that
(E, 0) # Xs . (3.47)
Let u # D(B). Since s<12, we obtain from Lemma 1
|(Bu, (E, 0)) |= } |0 E curl u3 dx }
c1, s &E&H s(0) &u3&H 1&s(0)
c1, s &E&H s(0) &u3&WH1&s
c1, s &E&H s(0) &u&X1&s . (3.48)
Now, let u # Xs and v=(1+|B| )s&1 u # X1=D(B ). Then (3.48) yields
|( (1+|B| )s u, (E, 0)) ||( (1+|B| ) v, (E, 0)) |
c1, s &E&H s(0) &v&X1&s+&=E&L2(0) &v&X0
c2, s &E&H s(0) &u&X0 .
Hence,
(E, 0) # D((1+|B| )s*)=D((1+|B| )s)=Xs . (3.49)
Since s<12, it follows from [14, Chapter 11.5] that
H # H s(0)=[L2(0), H1 1(0)]s/[L2(0), WH]s
and hence by interpolation
(0, 0, H ) # [X0 , D(B )]s=Xs (3.50)
and the assertion follows from (3.49), (3.50). K
Corollary 3. For s # [0, s ) and w # H s(0) one has exp(tB ) w # H s(0)
and &exp(tB) w&H sC4 &w&H s for all t # R with some C4 # (0, ) indepen-
dent of t, w. Moreover, exp( } B ) w # C(R, H s(0)), i.e., (exp(tB ))t # R is a
strongly continuous group in H s(0).
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Proof. Let w=(E, H) # H s(0). Since ran(1&P )=ker B, one has
exp(tB ) w=(1&P ) w+P exp(tB ) w. (3.51)
It follows from s<12 and Lemma 1 that for all . # Y
|(8w , .) Y*, Y |= } |0 =E{. dx }
C5 &=E&H s &.&H 1&sC6 &w&H s &.&Y1&s ,
i.e., 8w # Y*1&s and &8w&Y*1&sC2 &w&H s . Hence, Corollary 1 yields
(1&P ) w # H s(0) and &(1&P ) w&H s C3 &w&H s (3.52)
It follows from Lemma 2 that w # Xs and thus exp( } B ) w # C(R, Xs) with
&exp(tB ) w&Xs&(1+|B| )
s exp(tB) w&X0&(1+|B| )
s w&X0C4 &w&H s .
Now, Corollary 2 and the previous estimate yield
P exp( } B ) w # C(R, H s(0)) and &P exp(tB ) w&H sC5 &w&H s (3.53)
with some C5 # (0, ) independent of t, w. Finally, the desired result
follows from (3.51)(3.53). K
This section is closed with a H s-multiplier lemma, for which it is essential
that only the two-dimensional case is considered.
Lemma 3. Let s # [0, 1), _ # L(0) & H1(0) and u # H s(0). Then _u #
H s(0) and
&_u&H s(0)C3, s(&_&L(0)+&_&H 1(0)) &u&H s(0)
with some C3, s # (0, ) depending only on s.
Proof. First, the case _ # L(R2) & H1(R2), u # H s(R2) is considered.
Therfore, the following estimate is proved
&_u&H s(R2)C4, s(&_&L(R2)+&_&H 1(R2)) &u&H s(R2) (3.54)
for all _ # L(R2) & H1(R2) and u # H s(R2) with some C4, s # (0, )
depending only on s. By standard density arguments it suffices to prove
(3.54) for _, u # S(R2), the Schwartz-space of smooth, rapidly decaying
functions.
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In the sequel, @ and F&1 denote the Fourier-transform and its inverse,
respectively. From the convolution theorem and the elementary estimate
|(1+k2)s2&(1+’2)s2|2(1+(k&’)2)s2
we obtain
(1+k2)s2 |(_u@)(k)|(2?)&1 } |R2 _^(k&’)(1+’2)s2 u^(’) d’ }
+2(2?)&1 |
R2
|_^(k&’)|(1+(k&’)2)s2 |u^(’)| d’.
Now, let F _(!) =
def
2 |_^(!)|(1+!2)s2, G u(!) =
def u^(!)(1+!2)s2. Then (3.55)
yields
(1+k2)s2 |(_u@)(k)|
(2?)&1 |_^ V G u(k)|+(2?)&1 (F _ V |u^| )(k)
=|(_Gu@)(k)|+(2?)&1 (F _ V |u^| )(k).
Hence, the embedding H:(R2) / L2(1&:)(R2), : # [0, 1) yields
&_u&H s(R2)=&(1+k2)s2 (_u@)(k)&L2(R2)
&(_Gu@)&L2(R2)+(2?)&1 &F _ V |u^|&L2(R2)
=&_Gu&L2(R2)+(2?)&1 &F&1(F _ V |u^| )&L2(R2)
&_&L(R2) &Gu&L2(R2)+&( |u^| )8 F_&L2(R2)
&_&L(R2) &u&H s(R2)+&F_&L2s(R2) &( |u^| )8 &L2(1&s)(R2)
&_&L(R2) &u&H s(R2)+cs &F_&H 1&s(R2) &( |u^| )8 &H s(R2)
=&_&L(R2) &u&H s(R2)+cs &_&H 1(R2) &u&H s(R2)
with some cs # (0, ) independent of _, u. Thus, (3.54) is proved.
Since 0/R2 is a Lipschitz-domain, there exists a H 1-extension-operator
T : L2(0)  L2(R2),
which is essentially defined by reflection at the boundary, with
T (L(0))/L(R2), T (H 1(0))/H 1(R2) (3.56, 3.57)
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and T is a bounded operator between these spaces. From (3.57) it follows
by interpolation that
T (H s(0))/H s(R2) (3.58)
Now, let _ # L(0) & H1(0), u # H s(0). (3.56)(3.58) imply T_ # L(R2)&
H1(R2), Tu # H s(R2). From (3.54) we obtain (T_) Tu # H s(R2), and thus
_u=((T_) Tu)|0 # H s(0)
and
&_u&H s(0)&(T_) Tu&H s(R2)
C4, s(&T_&L(R2)+&T_&H 1(R2)) &Tu&H s(R2)
C3, s(&_&L(0)+&_&H 1(0)) &u&H s(0)
with some C3, s , C4, s # (0, ) depending only on s # (0, 1). K
The lemma above holds only for s<1 and not for s=1, since the embed-
ding H s / L2(1&s) does not hold for s=1.
4. UNIQUENESS AND REGULARITY FOR THE
DRIFT-DIFFUSION SYSTEM
In this section the regularity and uniqueness proofs for the system
(1.1)(1.9) are given. Throughout this section the following regularity
assumptions are imposed
\0 , {Uk , E0 , H0 # H s(0), (4.59)
H1 # L2loc(R, H
1(0)) & W 1, 2loc (R, H
s(0)), (4.60)
and
{H1 # L2loc(R, H
s(0))
with some s # (0, s ). Here s is the number in the previous lemmata, which
depends only on 0, 1D and the coefficients.
In the sequel (\, E, H ) with \k&Uk # L2loc([0, ), Y ) & L

loc([0, ),
L(0)) and (E, H ) # C([0, ), X0) is a weak solution to (1.1)(1.9). By
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the definition of weak solutions u =def \&U and w =def (E, h) =def (E, H&H1) #
C([0, ), X0) weakly solve the system
t uk(t)=&Ak uk(t)+Fk(t, w(t)) and t w(t)=Bw(t)+D(t, u(t), w(t))
(4.61)
supplemented by the initial conditions
u(0, x)=u0(x) and w(0)=w0 (4.62)
in the sense of definitions (2.23) and (2.27), that means
&|

0
(uk(t), t.(t)) L2(0) dt+|

0
|
0
Dk {uk(t) {. dx dt
=|

0
(Fk(t, w(t)), .(t)) Y*, Y dt for all . # C 0 ((0, ), Y ),
w(t)=exp(tB) w0+|
t
0
exp((t&{) B) D({, u({), w({)) d{.
Here u0=\0&U, w0 =
def
(E0 , H0&H1 (0)) and the maps Fk : R+_X0  Y*,
D: R+_Y2_X0  X0 are defined by
(Fk(t, v), .) Y*, Y =
def
&|
0
[(&1)k +k \k(t)(v1 , v2)+Dk{Uk] {. dx
&|
0
R(x, \(t), {\(t), E(t), H(t)) . dx (4.63)
and
D(t, , v) =def =&1(D1{1&D2{2 , 0)+=&1(D1{U1&D2{U2 , 0)
&=&1[+1 \1(t)++2 \2(t)](v1 , v2 , 0)+(=&1 curl H1 , &tH1 )
(4.64)
for t>0, v # X0 and  # Y2.
The aim of the following considerations is to show that
w # C([0, ), H s(0)) and {u # L2loc([0, ), H
s(0)). (4.65)
First Fk and D are investigated by means of Lemmas 1 and 3.
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Lemma 4. Let r # [0, s] and T>0. Then
D( } , , v) # L2((0, T ), H r(0)) and Fk( } , v) # L2((0, T ), Y*1&r) (4.66)
for all fixed  # Y 21+r , v # H
r(0). Moreover,
&D(t, (1), v(1))&D(t, (2), v(2))&H r
KT :
2
k=1
& (1)k &
(2)
k &Y1+r+ g(t) &v
(1)&v(2)&H r (4.67)
and
:
2
k=1
&Fk(t, v(1))&Fk(t, v(2))&Y*1&rg(t) &v
(1)&v(2)&H r (4.68)
for all t # (0, T ), v(1), v(2) # H r(0) and (1), (2) # Y 21+r with some KT #
(0, ) and g # L2(0, T ).
Proof. Let v(1), v(2) # H r(0) and (1), (2) # Y 21+r . Since \k # L
2((0, T ),
H1(0)) & L((0, T ), L(0)) it follows from Lemmas 1 and 3 for . # Y
that
|(Fk(t, v( j)), .)Y*, Y |= } |0 [(&1)k +k \k(t)(v ( j)1 , v ( j)2 )+Dk{Uk] {. dx
&|
0
R(x, \(t), {\(t), E(t), H(t)) . dx }
c1(&\k(t) v( j)&H r +&{Uk&H r) &.&H 1&r
+&R(x, \(t), {\(t), E(t), H(t))&L2 &.&L2
g(t)(&v( j)&H r +1) &.&Y1&r ,
where g(t) =def c2(&\(t)&H 1 + &\(t)&L) + &R(x, \(t), {\(t), E(t), H(t))&L2
belongs to L2(0, T ). Hence Fk( } , v( j)) # L2((0, T ), Y*1&r) and a similar
estimate yields
|(Fk(t, v(1))&Fk(t, v(2)), .) Y*, Y |
= } |0 (&1)k +k \k(t)(v (1)1 &v (2)1 , v (1)2 &v (2)2 ) {. dx }
g(t) &v(1)&v(2)&H r &.&Y1&r .
Now, it follows again from \k # L2((0, T ), H1(0)) & L((0, T ), L(0))
and Lemma 3 and (4.64) that
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D(t, ( j), v( j))==&1(D1{( j)1 &D2{
( j)
2 , 0)+=
&1(D1{U1&D2{U2 , 0)
&=&1[+1 \1(t)++2 \2(t)](v ( j)1 , v
( j)
2 , 0)
+(=&1 curl H1 (t), &tH1 (t)) # H r(0)
and that D satisfies the estimate (4.67). K
Lemma 5. Let r # (0, s ), 8 # L2((0, T ), Y*1&r)
2 and assume that  #
C([0, T], L2(0)) with  # L2((0, T ), Y )2=L2((0, T ), D(A121 ))_L
2((0, T ),
D(A122 )) solves the system
t k(t)=&Akk(t)+8k(t) weakly, (4.69)
in the sense of definition (2.27). Moreover, suppose that (0) # H r(0). Then
 # L2((0, T ), Y1+r)2 and
|
T
0
exp(&Lt) &k(t)&2Y1+r dt
K[&0, k&2Yr+|
T
0
exp(&Lt) &8k(t)&2Y*1&r dt] (4.70)
for all L>0 with some K # (0, ) independent of L, 8.
Proof. Let Ak be the elliptic, self-adjoint operators in L2(0) defined in
Section 2. Since D(A12k )=Y, it follows from interpolation that
D(Ar2k )=Yr for all r # [0, 1]. (4.71)
It will be shown in the appendix that for r # (0, s )
D(A (1+r)2k )=Y(1+r) (4.72)
Let $>0. Then (4.69), (4.71), and (4.72) yield
d
dt
[exp(&Lt) &Ar2k exp(&$Ak) k(t)&
2
L2]
2 exp(&Lt)[(8k(t), A rk exp(&2$Ak) k(t)) Y*, Y
&&A (r+1)2k exp(&$Ak) k(t)&2L2]
2 exp(&Lt)[c1 &8k(t)&Y*1&r &A
(1&r)2
k A
r
k exp(&2$Ak) k(t)&L2
&&A (r+1)2k exp(&$Ak) k(t)&
2
L2]
exp(&Lt)[c21 &8k(t)&
2
Y*1&r
&&A (r+1)2k exp(&$Ak) k(t)&
2
L2].
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Hence it follows from letting $  0 that k # L2((0, T ), D(A (1+r)2k )=
L2((0, T ), Y1+r) and the estimate
|
T
0
exp(&Lt) &k(t)&2Y1+r dt
c2 |
T
0
exp(&Lt) &A (r+1)2k k(t)&
2
L2 dt
c2 _c21 |
T
0
exp(&Lt) &8k(t)&2Y*1&r dt+&A
r2
k k(0)&
2
L2&
K _|
T
0
exp(&Lt) &8k(t)&2Y*1&r dt+&k(0)&
2
Yr&
with some K # (0, ) independent of L, 8. Thus, (4.70) is proved. K
Now, the main regularity statement can be proved.
Theorem 3. (E, H ) # C([0, ), H s(0)) and {\k # L2loc([0, ), H
s(0)).
Proof. Let T # (0, ) be arbitrary large. Next, a fixed point operator
T in C([0, T], X0) is defined. Suppose v # C([0, T], X0), then Lemma 4
yields
&Fk(t, v(t))&Y*&Fk(t, 0)&Y*+ g(t) &v(t)&X0
and therefore Fk( } , v( } )) # L2((0, T ), Y*). Let  # L2((0, T ), Y )2 be the
unique weak solution to the parabolic initial value problem
t k(t)=&Akk(t)+Fk(t, v(t)) and (0)=u0 =
def \0&U (4.73)
in the sense of definition (2.27). Now, define Tv # C([0, T], X0) by
(Tv)(t)=exp(tB) w0+|
t
0
exp((t&{) B) D({, ({), v({)) d{. (4.74)
Since &D(t, (t), v(t))&X0&D(t, 0, 0)&X0+KT &(t)&Y+ g(t) &v(t)&X0 , it
follows D( } , ( } ), v( } )) # L2((0, T ), X0) and (4.74) is well defined.
Let r # [0, s] and v(1), v(2) # C([0, T], H r(0)). Then Lemma 4 yields
&Fk(t, v(t))&Y*1&r&Fk(t, 0)&Y*1&r+ g(t) &v(t)&H r
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and therefore Fk( } , v( } )) # L2((0, T ), Y*1&r). Moreover, u0=\0&U #
H s(0)=Ys/Yr , since s<12. Thus, it follows from Lemma 5 that
( j) # L2((0, T ), Y1+r)2 (4.75)
and
:
2
k=1
|
T
0
exp(&2Lt) & (1)k (t)&
(2)
k (t)&
2
Y1+r
dt
c1 :
2
k=1
|
T
0
exp(&2Lt) &Fk(t, v(1)(t))&Fk(t, v(2)(t))&2Y*1&r dt
c1 |
T
0
exp(&2Lt) g(t)2 &v(1)(t)&v(2)(t)&2H r dt
c2 sup
t # [0, T]
(exp(&Lt) &v (1)(t)&v(2)(t)&H r)2. (4.76)
Next, it follows from Corollary 3, (4.74), and (4.76) that
&(Tv(1))(t)&(Tv(2))(t)&H r
c3 |
t
0
&D({, (1)({), v(1)({))&D({, (2)({), v(2)({))&H r d{
c3 |
t
0 _KT :
2
k=1
& (1)k ({)&
(2)
k ({)&Y1+r+ g(t) &v
(1)({)&v(2)({)&H r& d{

C4KT
- 2L
exp(Lt) \|
T
0
exp(&2Lt) :
2
k=1
& (1)k (t)&
(2)
k (t)&
2
Y1+r
dt+
12
+c4 |
t
0
g({) exp(L{) d{ sup
{ # [0, T]
(exp(&L{) &v(1)({)&v(2)({)&H r)

c5
- 2L
exp(Lt) sup
{ # [0, T]
(exp(&L{) &v(1)({)&v(2)({)&H r),
where c5 is independent of t, L, and v( j). Hence, there exists some L>0
with
|||Tv(1)&Tv(2)||| r, L =
def
sup
{ # [0, T]
(exp(&L{) &(Tv(1))({)&(Tv(2))({)&H r)
k |||v(1)&v(2)||| r, L (4.77)
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for all r # [0, s] and v(1), v(2) # C([0, T], H r(0)) with some k<1. Now,
w # C([0, T], X0) is a fixed point of T in C([0, T], X0) by (4.61)(4.62).
By (4.77) T has a fixed point w~ # C([0, T], H s(0)). Since the fixed point
of T in C([0, T], X0) is unique by (4.77), it follows that w=w~ # C([0, T],
H s(0)). Finally u =def \&U is the unique solution of (4.73), which belongs
to L2((0, T ), Y1+r)2 by (4.75). K
Now, it is shown that (1.1)(1.9) have at most one weak solution
(\, E, H ). Assume (\, E, H ) and (\~ , E , H ) are two weak solutions to
(1.1)(1.9). By Theorem 3 and the embedding-theorems for fractional order
Sobolev-spaces [2] one has
(E, H) # C([0, ), L p(0)) with p=
2
1&s
>2. (4.78)
Let T>0 be arbitrary. Then Ho lder’s inequality yields, for all t # [0, T],
&\~ k(t) E (t)&\k(t) E(t)&L2
K &E (t)&E(t)&L2+&[\~ k(t)&\k(t)] E(t)&L2
K &E (t)&E(t)&L2+&\~ k(t)&\k(t)&Lq &E(t)&L p
K[&E (t)&E(t)&L2+&\~ k(t)&\k(t)&Lq] (4.79)
where K =def supt # [0, T](&E(t)&L p+&\(t)&L) and q =
def
2p( p&2) # (2, ).
Since the embedding H1(0) / Lq(0) is compact, there exists for every
:>0 some K: # (0, ) with
:
2
k=1
&\~ k(t) E (t)&\k(t) E(t)&L2
K &E (t)&E(t)&L2+: &\~ (t)&\(t)&H 1+K: &\~ (t)&\(t)&L2 (4.80)
by (4.79). Now, w =def (E &E, H &H ) # C([0, T], L2(0)) obeys
w(t)=|
t
0
exp((t&{) B)( j({), 0) d{ (4.81)
with
= j=D1{(\~ 1&\1)&D2{(\~ 2&\2)&+1(\~ 1 E &\1E)&+2(\~ 2E &\2E)
# L2((0, T ), L2(0)). (4.82)
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Since (exp(tB))t # R is a unitary group in X0=L2(0), (4.81) and (4.82) yield
the following energy-estimate
d
dt
&w(t)&2X0=2 (w(t), ( j(t), 0)) X0
c &\~ (t)&\(t)&H 1 &w(t)&X0
+c :
2
k=1
&\~ k(t) E (t)&\k(t) E(t)&L2 &w(t)&X0
c1 &w(t)&2X0+c2 &\~ (t)&\(t)&H 1 &w(t)&X0 (4.83)
with c1 , c2 # (0, ) independent of t # [0, T]. By using \~ &\ #
L2((0, T ), Y )2 as testing-function in (1.1), (1.6)(1.8) we obtain from (4.80)
and assumptions (2.19), (2.20) on R
d
dt
&\~ (t)&\(t)&2L2
=2 :
2
k=1
|
0
[ )~ k(t)&jk(t)] {(\~ k(t)&\k(t)) dx
+2 :
2
k=1
|
0
[R(x, \(t), {\(t), E(t), H(t))
&R(x, \~ (t), {\~ (t), E (t), H (t))](\~ k(t)&\k(t)) dx
&$ &\~ (t)&\(t)&2H 1 +c3 &\~ (t)&\(t)&
2
L2
+c3 :
2
k=1
&\~ k(t) E (t)&\k(t) E(t)&L2 &\~ (t)&\(t)&H 1
+c3(&\~ (t)&\(t)&H 1+&w(t)&L2) &\~ (t)&\(t)&L2
&
$
2
&\~ (t)&\(t)&2H 1 +c4(&\~ (t)&\(t)&2L2+&w(t)&2X0)
+c3[: &\~ (t)&\(t)&H 1+K: &\~ (t)&\(t)&L2] &\~ (t)&\(t)&H 1 (4.84)
with $>0 and c3 , c4 # (0, ) independent of t # [0, T] and :. By choosing
:>0 sufficienltly small in (4.84) we find according to (4.83) some
c5 # (0, ), such that
d
dt
[&\~ (t)&\(t)&2L2+&w(t)&2X0]c5(&\~ (t)&\(t)&
2
L2+&w(t)&2X0). (4.85)
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Since \~ (0)=\(0)=\0 and w(0)=0, this implies \~ (t)=\(t) and w(t)=0 for
all t # [0, T].
5. APPENDIX
The aim of this section is to prove the global H s-regularity Theorem 1
for solutions to elliptic boundary value problems of second-order with non-
smooth coefficients and mixed DirichletNeumann boundary conditions.
The restriction to the two-dimensional case is not necessary here.
The boundary value problem
div(E {u)=F, (5.86)
u=0 on 1D and n u=0 on 1N=0 (5.87)
is considered, where 0/RN is a bounded domain with piecewise smooth
boundary 0=1D _ 1N with 1D & 1N=<.
In (5.86) E # L(0, RN_N) is assumed to be uniformly positve definite
with the multiplier property
Ef # H s0(0) for all f # H s0(0) (5.88)
for some s0 # (0, 12). This condition is fulfilled for s0 # (0, 12) in the case
that E in piecewise smooth, that means E may have jump discontinuities
on finitely many N&1 dimensional surfaces. In particular a piecewise con-
stant E is admissible, which is important for our applications.
An additional mild regularity property will be imposed on the domain
and on the decomposition of its boundary.
In the sequel we call for two bounded open sets U1 , U2/RN a map
T : U1  U2 an admissible transformation, if T is a bi-Lipschitz mapping
in the usual sense (i.e., T is bijective and T, T &1 are globally Lipschitz-
continuous) and if T has the following additional mild regularity property:
There are bounded Lipschitz-domains A1 , ..., An/RN and Ho lder-con-
tinuous functions f1 , ..., fn # C12(RN, RN_N), such that
DT (x)= :
n
j=1
fj (x) /Aj (x) for all x # U1 . (5.89)
This means in particular that DT may be discontinuous on finitely many
(N&1)-dimensional manifolds.
It is assumed that there are open sets U (1), .., U (M)/RN and admissible
transformations T (k): U (k)  Q =def [x # RN : |xj |<1] with the following
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properties: 0 & U (k) is a Lipschitz-domain and 0 /Mk=1 U
(k). Moreover,
the sets U (k) fall into four categories. In the first case k # [1, .., M1] U (k)
does not intersect 1N , i.e., G (k) =
def T (k)(U (k) & 0)=[x # Q : xN>0] and
T (k) maps U (k) & 1D=U (k) & 0 onto [x # Q : xN=0]. In the second case
k # [M1+1, .., M2] the same holds with 1D replaced by 1N and vice versa,
which means that U (k) intersects only 1N . The third category k #
[M2+1, .., M3] consists of those sets which intersect 1D and 1N . Here
T (k) maps the two parts of the boundary onto orthogonal planes, more
precisely T (k)(U (k) & 1D)=[x # Q : xN&1=0, xN0], T (k)(U (k) & 1N)=
[x # Q : xN&1>0, xN=0] and G (k)=T (k)(U (k) & 0)=[x # Q : xN&1>0,
xN>0]. In the last case k # [M3+1, .., M ] U (k) does not intersect 0 and
G (k)=Q. As in Theorem 1 let Y/H1(0) be the space of all u # H1(0) with
u=0 on 1D in the sense of the trace and F # Y*, where Y* is the dual of
Y. Then u # Y is called a weak solution to (5.86)(5.87), if (Au, .) Y*, Y=
(F, .)Y*, Y for all . # Y, where A: Y  Y* denotes the elliptic operator
defined by
(A, .) Y*, Y =
def |
0
E {{. dx for , . # Y.
The aim of the following consideration is to prove
Theorem 4. There exists some s # (0, s0) depending on 0 and 1D and E,
such that for all s # [0, s ] and u # Y with Au # Y*1&s one has {u # H
s(0) and
&{u&H s(0)C0 &Au&Y*1&s
with some constant C0 # (0, ) independent of s, u.
Here Yt denotes the interpolation space between Y0 =
def L2(0) and Y.
It is known that under certain strong regularity assumptions on 0 and
the coefficients E it follows from F # L2(0) that {u # H 1(0), see [11, Chap-
ter 2]. In this case it follows easily from interpolation that Theorem 4
holds for all s # [0, 1]. The H2-regularity mentioned above requires serious
restrictions on the geometry of 0, in particular on the angles under which
1D and 1N intersect; see [11] for the two-dimensional case. Even if these
strong assumptions on 0, 1D , 12 are not fulfilled it will be shown that
u # Y, Au # Y*1&s =O {u # H
s(0) (5.90)
still holds for sufficiently small s # (0, 12).
The strategy of the proof is similar to [8]. First, Theorem 4 is proved
in the case that 0/RN is a cube. By the assumptions on the admissible
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domains described above, the general case can easily be deduced from this
special case by introducing a partition of unity /k # C 0 (U
(k)), k # [1, .., M ]
subordinate to the covering U (k), k # [1, .., M ] of 0 and using the local
coordinate transformations T (k). The details in this argument are fairly
straightforward, but clumsy to write out. They can be found in [13].
Observe that for . # H1(G (k)) with {. # H s(G (k)) and s<12 one has
{(. b T (k)) # H s(0 & U (k)), where G (k)=T (k)(0 & U (k)). This follows from
the assumption that the derivatives of T (k) are piecewise Ho lder-continuous
and therefore H s-multipliers for s<12.
In the sequel 0=(0, 1)N. Moreover, 1N is the set of all points
(x1 , .., xN&1 , 0) with xk # (0, 1) and 1D=0"1N .
Note that due to the possible discontinuity of E the H2-regularity of
solutions to the mixed DirichletNeumann problem does still not hold in
this case.
Lemma 6. Let + =def &E&L and m>0, such that re ( yTE(x) y)m | y| 2
a.e on 0. Define B # L(0, CN_N) by B(x) y =def y&(m+2) E(x) y for
x # 0, y # CN. Then the corresponding multiplication operator in L2(0) obeys
Bw # H s(0) for all s # [0, s0], w # H s(0) and &B&B(H s, H s ) ww
s  0 L0<1,
where s0 as in (5.88).
Proof. An elementary calculation shows that
&B&B(L2, L2)L0 =
def \1&m
2
+2+
12
<1. (5.91)
Since H s(0)=[L2(0), H s0(0)]ss0 by the reiteration theorem, we obtain
from (5.88) and (5.91) by interpolation B(H s(0))/H s(0) and
&B&B(H s , H s )css0L (1&s)s00 ww
s  0 L0 . K
Let F # Y*. Since Poincare’s inequality holds for the space Y, there exists
a unique JF # Y with
|
0
{(JF ) {. dx=(F, .) for all . # Y.
Lemma 7. J(Y*1&s)/Y1+s and &JF&Y1+sc1 &F&Y (k)V1&s for all s # [0, 1],
k # 1, .., M with some c1 # (0, ) independent of s, F.
Proof. First, suppose F # Y*0 =L
2(0)*. Recall that 0 is a cube in RN
and 1N is one side of its boundary. Now, JF # Y/H 1(0) solves &2J=F.
By reflection at the boundary-surface [xN=0] it follows from standard
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regularity-results for elliptic boundary value problems or developing JF
into Fourier-series that
JF # H2(0) and &{JF&H 1 c1 &F&L2 , (5.92)
where c1 # (0, ) is independent of F.
Define H : Y*  L2(0)=H0(0) by
HF =def {(JF ) for F # Y*.
Then H(Y*0 )/H
1(0) by (5.92). Hence, it follows from interpolation that
H(Y*1&s)/H
s(0), i.e., JF # Y1+s for F # Y*1&s . K
In the sequel the maps S: Y  L2(0) and S*: L2(0)  Y* are defined by
S. =def {. and (S*w, .) =def |
0
w{. dx for w # L2(0, CN), . # Y.
Then A can be written as
A=S*ES, (5.93)
where E act as multiplication operators in L2(0, CN).
Lemma 8. JS*(Hs(0, CN))/Y1+s for all s # (0, 12) and &JS*&B(H s (0), Y1+s)
wws  0 1.
Proof. Let s1 # [0, 12). By Lemma 1 there exists some c1 # (0, ), such
that
|(S*w, .) |= } |0 w{. dx }c1 &w&H s 1 &.&H 1&s1c1 &w&H s 1 &.&Y1&s1
for all w # H s1(0) and a # Y. Hence S*w # Y*1&s1 and &S*w&Y*1&s1c1 &w&H
s1 .
Therefore, Lemma 7 yields JS*w # Y1+s1 and
&{(JS*w)&H s 1(0)c2 &w&H s 1 (5.94)
for all w # H s1(0), with some c2 # (0, ) independent of w. On the other
hand, it follows from the definition of J, S that
&{(JS*w)&2L2=(S*w, JS*w) Y*, Y&{(JS*w)&L2 &w&L2
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and hence &{(JS*w)&L2(0)&w&L2(0) . Now, (5.94) and the previous
estimate yield by interpolation {(JS*w) # H s(0), i.e., (JS*w) # Y1+s and
&JS*w&Y1+s=&{(JS*w)&H s (0)c
ss1
2 &w&H s (0)
for all s # [0, s1], w # H s(0). This completes the proof. K
Now, Theorem 4 can be proved. For F # Y* we define QF : Y  Y by
QF u =
def J \S*BSu+ m+2 F+ , (5.95)
where B, m and + are defined as in Lemma 6. Suppose F # Y*1&s and
u # Y1+s with some s # [0, s0]. Then BSu # H s(0) by Lemma 6. Therefore,
(5.95) and Lemmata 7, 8 yield QFu # Y1+s . Moreover, it follows from the
estimates in Lemmas 6 and 8 that QF is Lipschitz-continuous on Y1+s with
Lipschitz-constant &JS*&B(H s , Y1+s) &B&B(H s , H s ) ww
s  0 L0<1. Therefore, we
can choose s # (0, s0] small enough, such that there is a L<1 with
&QF u&QF u~ &Y1+sL&u&u~ &Y1+s (5.96)
for all s # [0, s ], F # Y*1&s and u, u~ # Y1+s . Now, let s # [0, s ] and u # Y
with F =def Au # Y*1&s . Then QF has a unique fixed-point u0 # Y1+s , i.e.,
QFu0=u0 . (5.97)
From the definition of S, J it follows immediately that S*SJ,=, for all
, # Y*. Therefore, (5.95) and (5.97) yield, by the definition of B,
S*Su0=S*BSu0+
m
+2
F=S*Su0+
m
+2
(F&Au0),
and thus Au0=F=Au. Since E is uniformly positive, A is injective on Y.
Hence u=u0 # Y1+s . Finally, QF u=QF u0=u0=u and (5.96) yield:
&u&Y1+sL &u&Y1+s+
m
+2
&JF&Y1+sL &u&Y1+s+
m
+2
&JAu&Y1+s .
From Lemma 7 and the previous estimate, it follows that &u&Y1+s
c0 &Au&Y*1&s for all s # [0, s ], u # Y with Au # Y*1&s . Here c0 # (0, ) does
not depend on s, u. K
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Next, it is also assumed that E is symmetric. Then the previous theorem
yields a characterization of the domain of fractional powers of the positive,
self-adjoint operator A in L2(0) defined by
A u =def &div(E {u)
with the domain D(A ) consisting of all u # Y with Au # L2(0). This charac-
terization has been used in the proof of Lemma 5.
Corollary 4. D(A (1+s)2) is the set of all u # Y with {u # H s(0) for all
s # [0, s ].
Proof. First, one obtains from D(A 12)=Y by interpolation
Yt=[L2(0), D(A 12)]t=D(A t2) for t # [0, 1]. (5.98)
Suppose u # Y with {u # H s(0). Then (5.88), (5.98), and Lemma 1 yields,
for v # D(A (1+s)2),
|(A (1+s)2v, u) L2 |=|(A w, u) L2 |= } |0 E {w{u dx }
c1, s &E {u&H s &w&H 1&sc2, s &{u&H s &w&Y1&s
c3, s &{u&H s &A (1&s)2w&L2=c3, s &{u&H s &v&L2 ,
where w =def A (s&1)2v # D(A ). Hence u # D((A (1+s)2)*)=D(A (1+s)2). To
show the converse assume that u # D(A (1+s)2)/Y. Then (5.98) yields for
all . # Y
|(Au, .) Y *, Y |= } |0 E {u{. dx }=|(A 12u, A 12.) L2 |
=|(A (1+s)2u, A (1&s)2.) L2 |&A (1+s)2u&L2 &.&Y1&s ,
i.e., Au # Y*1&s and thus {u # H
s(0) by Theorem 4. K
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